
JIMMY Q, LLC
Games, Toys and a Whole Lot More



About Jimmy Q, LLC
Jimmy Q, LLC was established in January 2019, by 

founder Keith Alan Spaar.  Mr. Spaar has 30 plus years 
experience in the Party Goods market working as a 

Director of Creative Product Development for Party City 
Corp and Easter Unlimited.  The name Jimmy Q, was 
derived by using Mr. Spaars four children’s first name 
initials in birth order: Julia, Keith Jr, Ethan and Willa.  
JKEW, which turned into J. Kew then J. Q. and lastly 

Jimmy Q.  The concept for Psycho Chess and 
Checkers again came from his children, changing 

standard two player games so all four of his children 
could play together.  Board games are only the initial 

offering at Jimmy Q, LLC eventually toys, puzzles, and 
children’s activity sets will be available. Currently Jimmy 
Q has five board games in stock and several waiting in 

the wings to be finished up including PSYCHO 
Backgammon. Join Jimmy Q in some fun family time 

together.



Jimmy Q, LLC
Owns Its registered Game 
Names
and More:

Jimmy Q Games
Jimmy Q (logo)
PSYCHO Chess
PSYCHO Checkers
PSYCHO Board Games
PSYCHO Backgammon
Jumpin’ Jimmy Q
Piggy Stax
SpaarArt.com



WEBSITES & SOCIAL MEDIA
Website:  www.jimmyqgames.com & www.spaarart.com

Facebook Pages: @jimmyqgames & @Spaarart.com

Instagram: @jimmyqgames & @psychochess

X (Twitter): @jimmyqgames1

Linkedin Company Page: JimmyQLLC

Owed Domains: jimmyqgames.com; jimmyqgame.com; psychochess.com; 
psychocheckers.com; psychobackgammon.com; spaarart.com; spaarartgreetings.com; 
jimmyqpublishing.com

http://www.jimmyqgames.com/
http://www.spaarart.com/


PSYCHO CHESS 
Board Game

Psycho Chess is our premier game, it has 
four full sets of chess tokens, each token 
moves the same as standard chess.  A 

customer has used the game to teach his 
three young boys the game, the bright 

colors and faster action kept the younger 
children’s interest longer than traditional 

chess.



PSYCHO 
CHECKERS
Board Game

Psycho Checkers, our second installment 
in the Psycho Brand is for 2 to 8 players, 
unlike standard checkers, all the checks 

are used.  The 2 to 4 player variation 
each player plays two armies, the 5 to 8 

variation each player plays one army.  
The two armies per color are yellow and 
black, only a king can take both yello and 

black tokens to win the game.



Jumpin’ Jimmy Q
Board Game

Jumpin’ Jimmy Q is a crazy fast paced 
checker game, all players are forced 

through a narrow gap and all mayhem is 
what ensues.  The game plays just like 
standard checkers and you must jump if 

you see the opportunity. It’s a blast to play 
this fun checker game.



Piggy Stax
Board Game

Piggy Stax is a crazy little game, when 
you land on another players piggy, you 

don’t send them home, you hop onto their 
back and take them on a ride. If all your 
piggies get stuck in stacks, no problem, 

spin a 6 and sneeze, all the piggies ontop 
of you are sent home!



Hoppin’ Honeycomb
Board Game

Hoppin’ Honeycomb is your child’s first 
board game.  It is a racing game, from 

one side of the board through the 
honeycomb to the other side of the board 
to the finish. Each colored path crosses 

other colored Bees paths, where if landed 
on by an opponent that bee is sent back 
to start again. Often the game is played 

until all Bees make it to the end.



FUTURE GAME 
CONCEPTS

Psycho Backgammon

Psycho Money (Monopoly)

Niners a dice poker game, 
and many more games on 

the way!


